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Abstract

Portable and embedded devices form an increas-
ingly large group of computers. This new variety in
computing platforms will cause a corresponding diver-
sity in software/hardware platforms and other context
factors. Component-based middleware platforms of-
fer a uniform environment for software, but they do not
take away specific context differences, such as hard-
ware resources, user identity/role and logical/physical
location. Specialised component versions and/or configu-
rations have to be made for each computing context if that
computing context is to be used to its full extent. This is be-
cause the fine differences between component versions
cannot be separated into finer components with the cur-
rent component models. Aspect-oriented programming and
generative programming technologies can be used to pro-
vide the fine-grained modularity that is necessary. In
addition, the diversity of component-based platforms them-
selves form an extra reason for different component ver-
sions. We propose using a context-driven framework for
the development of AmI components, which is based upon
a gradual refinement mechanism. This refinement mecha-
nism can cope with the course-grained differences between
component models as well as the fine-grained differ-
ences between computing configurations.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, many computers are portable and embedded
devices, such as PDAs, smartphones, embedded computers
in cars, heating installations, etc. In the near future this Am-
bient Intelligence (AmI) is expected to increase [8]. This
will cause a large diversity in hardware platforms - but also
other factors, such as software platform, user identity/role
and logical/physical location. The context [6] in which AmI
software has to work varies strongly.

Within software development, there are several ways
to bridge the differences in (hardware) platforms. Besides
standardised operating systems, various middleware plat-
forms have been developed, which offer a uniform environ-
ment for software. Examples are CORBA [16], J2EE [21]
and .NET [19].

These platforms do not take away the differences in e.g.
memory space, I/O capabilities and processing power, how-
ever. In case we want to use a specific computer configu-
ration to its full extent, we need specific components [24]
or component configurations [11] for each computing con-
text. The problem lies in the granularity of current compo-
nent models: the fine differences between component ver-
sions cannot be separated into finer components.

Possible solutions for this granularity problem are
aspect-oriented programming (AOP) [9] and genera-
tive programming [5]. With AOP, aspects that are shared
between several components can be put in a separate mod-
ule. With generative programming, components can be built
up from sub-component templates or patterns. These tech-
nologies offer the necessary fine granularity.

In addition, the diversity of the component-based plat-
forms themselves forms an extra reason for specific compo-
nent versions. This is a very course-grained difference be-
tween components: the programming language and/or pro-
gramming interface differs between platforms. All compo-
nents need to be ported to the other platform.

To use the right level of granularity at any given mo-
ment, a refinement mechanism that works from design level
down to implementation level is necessary. Such a refine-
ment mechanism must be able to define several alternative
refinements (based upon context data) for high-level de-
sign elements. Current object-oriented design approaches,
such as the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [17] or ex-
tensions of UML [3][4][7][20][22] do not offer support for
such a refinement mechanism.

We propose using a context-driven framework for the de-
velopment of AmI components. The fundamental idea is
to already compose the components at design level. This



way, developers work with “blueprints” of components in-
stead of the components themselves. In addition, the com-
position of components can be annotated with context data.
Each design-level component can have various refinements
that work within specific context boundaries. Both the com-
ponent configuration and the context data can be used to
choose between various refinements for design-level com-
ponents.

By using a context-driven refinement mechanism, an op-
timised implementation can gradually be obtained. The
component “blueprint” approach allows for adjusting
the actual component interfaces during refinement. Cur-
rently, the Object Management Group (OMG) is working
on the Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) [14] stan-
dard, which uses transformations to refine a Platform In-
dependent Model (PIM) into a Platform Specific Model
(PSM). Several of these transformations chained to-
gether can be used to generate an implementation from
a conceptual design. However, the MDA standard is cur-
rently very open-ended and as such does not provide a
standard method yet.

An approach that can generate an optimised implemen-
tation from a conceptual design, based upon gradual re-
finements, is CoCompose [26]. CoCompose uses a visual,
concept-based design language in which the language ele-
ments (conceptsandcomposites) can contain refinements.
These refinements can be expressed in terms of nested con-
cepts and composites or as a code template expressed in a
specific programming language. The code generation is cur-
rently driven by the target programming language or plat-
form and the way the design elements are composed (inter-
facing, dependencies, etc.). Design Algebra [25] is used as
an underlying mechanism to process and choose between
alternative refinements.

In the following sections, a framework for modelling and
implementing AmI component-based systems is discussed
(see Fig. 1). This framework is based upon the CoCom-
pose approach. The proposed modelling language will be
discussed in section 2. Section 3 discusses a context-driven
refinement mechanism for the modelling language. Finally,
section 5 concludes this paper.

2. Context-aware Modelling Language

A modelling language for AmI components must be able
to describe context and context dependencies as well as
the components themselves. Since CoCompose is able to
describe partial context data (platform dependencies and
global heuristics) for its design elements, the CoCompose
design language is chosen as a starting point. Instead of
adding more elements to the design language in order to de-
scribe the various context aspects, we chose to simplify the
modelling language to only supply a mechanism for modu-

Figure 1. Organisation of the context-driven
framework

larisation. The actual functional design language constructs
(e.g. inheritance, association and specific design patterns)
can then be built on top of this modularisation layer.

A preliminary meta-model of this modelling language
has been defined in OMG’s meta-modelling language: the
Meta Object Facility (MOF) [15] (see Fig. 6). This meta-
model tries to follow the UML meta-model where possible,
so that conversion between UML and our modelling lan-
guage can be kept as simple as possible.

The central element in this meta-model is theConcept.
Each element we wish to model is initially represented as
a Concept. These Concepts can have several refinements,
which can beSolution Patterns, Implementation Generators
or Implementations. Solution Patterns are template mod-
els again described in terms of Concepts. Concepts can use
a role mechanism (ConceptRoleand SolutionRole) to pa-
rameterise their refinements. If a Solution Pattern refine-
ment of Concept A introduces new Concepts B and C, these
Concepts B and C can be made available to the rest of
the model by publishing them on the interface of Concept
A (PublishedConcept). Implementation Generators and Im-
plementations are implementation-level refinements, which
will be explained in section 3. Finally, Concepts can extend
other Concepts, which means they inherit their refinements.

Fig. 2 shows an example model of an image container
in UML-like notation. The image container holds a format-
ted image and can process raw images into formatted im-
ages. The design represents the image container itself as a
Concept (ImageContainer). The formatted image is repre-
sented as a Concept as well (Image). The relationship be-
tween ImageContainer and Image is modelled with a spe-
cial Concept: the HasImage Concept introduces two roles
(Owner and Property). By letting the HasImage Concept
extend another Concept, e.g. “Composition”, it inherits its
refinements1. The extended Concept with its refinements

1 This is not shown in Fig. 2



give specific semantics to the HasImage Concept: “Image-
Container has one Image”.

Figure 2. An example model consisting of
four Concepts

Fig. 3 shows how the example model can be visually op-
timised. The various stereotype declarations have been re-
moved, since they do not convey extra information. The
HasImage Concept has been replaced with a local visual
optimisation of itself (depicted as a UML composition rela-
tion). This visual optimisation is inherited from the Compo-
sition Concept, together with its refinements. In the meta-
model (see Fig. 6), the local visual optimisation is repre-
sented as an attribute of the RefinedElement abstract class.

Figure 3. A visually optimised version of the
example model

An example Solution Pattern for a Composition Concept
(e.g. HasImage) is shown in Fig. 4. A solution pattern can be
used to refine a Concept: the Concept is then replaced by an
instance of the solution pattern. The “Owner” and “Prop-
erty” SolutionRoles correspond with the ConceptRoles in
Fig. 2. Note that different colours have been used to mark
the Owner and Propertyrole parts. The AProperty and Has-
Property Concepts have the same colour as the Property
SolutionRole. This indicates AProperty and HasProperty
belong to the Property role part: for each time the Prop-
erty role is filled, an AProperty and HasProperty Concept
will be instantiated.

Figure 4. An example Solution Pattern for the
Composition Concept

In order to describe generic context data, a simpleProp-
erty model is used (see Fig. 7). A Property is aName-
space(see Fig. 6), which means it can contain otherModel-
Elements, such as Property elements. This way, a tree-wise
description of (context) properties can be made for each
Model, Conceptor Refinement. A specialModelProperty
has been defined, which can be used to refer to an exter-
nal model containing a Property tree.

If these descriptions of context properties are to be use-
ful, we need to be able to describe constraints on these prop-
erties. A specific Concept refinement may only work within
a specific context. TheConstraintmodel is given in Fig. 8.
This constraint model supports simple boolean composition
(and/or/not) ofElementConstraints. An ElementConstraint
points at the model element (e.g. a Concept) on which it
places the constraint. Furthermore, an ElementConstraint
contains its own tree of Property elements. An Element-
Constraint holds if and only if the Property elements of the
constrained element is a sub-tree of the Property elements
of the ElementConstraint.

Consider the example in Fig. 5, which displays an
ElementConstraint B applied to a Concept A. In this case,
the constraint holds since the Property tree made up by M
and N is also contained within the Property tree of Con-
cept A.

Figure 5. Example of an ElementConstraint
applied to a Concept

3. Context-driven Refinement Mechanism

By using a simple modelling language for describing
software and context properties/constraints, a refinement
mechanism that is relatively simple itself can be defined.
This refinement mechanism is based on Design Algebra.
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Each Concept in a design can have multiple refinements.
The design itself is made up of several Concepts that are
related to each other. The combinations of possible refine-
ments for all Concepts form the Design Space. By applying
reduction operations on that space, one combination of re-
finements can eventually be chosen.

Instead of determining the entire design space, a more di-
rect approach is taken. From the view of a top-level model,
there are several Concepts, which have several refinements.
All these refinements are annotated with Constraints and
context Properties (see previous section). First, we can (re-
cursively) eliminate all refinements of which the constraints
do not hold. For example, a refinement of a certain Concept
only works for J2EE. If the model is eventually translated
to C#/.NET, this refinement won’t work, so it can already
be eliminated. This way, non-feasible refinements are elim-
inated as soon as possible.

Still, many possible refinements will remain. The strat-
egy taken here is to initially choose the refinement that best
matches the context data: e.g. if a model is translated for
J2ME [23] on a PDA, then the refinement with the small-
est footprint is chosen first. In a later stage of refinement, it
may appear that a specific refinement constraint no longer
holds (see next paragraph). If the chosen refinement later
turns out to be non-feasible, the next-best refinement is cho-
sen, etc.

When all refinements have been chosen, there are still
a number of Properties that have to be determined for cer-
tain Concepts, before they can be implemented. For exam-
ple, if a Concept “Base” fills the “parent” role of an “In-
heritance” Concept, then “Base” must be implemented as a
class or an interface. A Property named “Construct” could
be set to “class” or “interface” for the “Base” Concept. If
“Base” fills roles of other Concepts X and Y, the construct
used to implement “Base” has to be valid for those Con-
cepts X and Y as well. This way, other Properties, such
as “Access” (private, protected, public), “Static” and “Ab-
stract” can be set as well. Heuristics and fuzzy logic [2] can
help when choosing from multiple options (e.g. choosing
“interface” over “class” as “Construct” where possible). At
this point, the integrated model depicted in Fig. 1 has been
completed.

When all Properties that are necessary for implementa-
tion have been determined, enough information exists to
generate skeleton code for the Concepts. Some Concepts
have specific, code-level refinements, such as an Imple-
mentation refinement or an ImplementationGenerator re-
finement (see Fig. 6). An Implementation provides a code
template, which can be pasted into the generated skeleton
code. An ImplementationGenerator causes no skeleton code
to be generated for its Concept. Instead it provides it’s own
code generation and/or adaptation facility for that Concept.
This is useful for implementing Concepts that function as a

relationship between other Concepts, such as “Inheritance”
or “HasMethod”.

4. Related Work

The idea of patterns of design elements has also been
used in Theme/UML [4], which is an aspect-oriented ex-
tension of UML. It usescomposition patternsto describe
aspects. Composition patterns are template packages that
are parametrised with specific UML element. The KobrA
method [3] is an approach for component-based product
line engineering with UML. It also uses pattern-based re-
finements for design elements and advocates to describe
each concern in a different model. OO-Method [18] also
introduces a pattern-based approach for design refinement
and code generation. PRISMA [13] is a modelling approach
that can be used to model context data. Both OO-Method
and PRISMA use OASIS [12] as formal basis for their code
generation. The above methods do not facilitate a mecha-
nism for defining alternative refinements.

In generative programming [5], feature models are used
to model a family of software systems instead of a single
system. Features can be optional or mandatory for a soft-
ware system, depending on the presence of other features.
Our language can model optional features through Concept
roles, which can be left unfilled. Alternative features can be
modelled by the refinement mechanisms.

Recently, the Object Management Group has intro-
duced the Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) standard
[14]. MDA forms an abstraction layer to specific implemen-
tation platforms. It uses model transformations to refine a
high-level design (described using a Platform-Independent
Model or PIM) to a platform-specific design (described us-
ing a Platform-Specific Model or PSM). Several layered
PSMs can be defined to gradually refine the design. Co-
Compose fits in the MDA vision in that it also uses sev-
eral layered refinements, which are described using
meta-level solution patterns. These form the intermedi-
ate Platform Models (PMs) that define the transformation
from a Platform Independent Model (PIM) to a Plat-
form Specific Model (PSM).

In the context of MDA, an approach based on graph
transformations has been proposed to transform UML de-
sign models to implementation [1]. UMLAUT [10] is a
generic UML transformation framework, which can be used
for design pattern generation and aspect weaving amongst
others. The framework is built upon the UML meta-model
and allows for defining your own transformations, which
can be stored in a transformation library.



5. Conclusion and Future Work

The proposed development framework allows for mod-
elling AmI components in a “blueprint” design. An op-
timised implementation for a specific computing context
can be automatically generated from this design. This is
achieved through modelling several alternative refinements
for generic design elements, called Concepts. When gen-
erating an implementation, context data and constraints are
used to choose the appropriate refinements. By having mod-
elled the refinement structure, the gradual refinement down
to code level can be traced back entirely to the top-level de-
sign. If the context changes, the refinement can be back-
traced as far as necessary to optimise for the new context.

Instead of defining a UML extension for modelling AmI
components and context, a small subset of the UML meta-
model is chosen and extended. This is done to keep the lan-
guage as well as the refinement mechanism as simple as
possible. In the future, a more detailed mapping from UML
models to the proposed framework can be defined.

The current Property and Constraint model (Fig. 7 and
Fig. 8 resp.) are very simple. These models will be ex-
tended to support different types of properties (e.g. version
numbers) and constraints (e.g. “within range of”). Since
new kinds of context properties and constraints may emerge
continuously, an extension mechanism that allows for user-
defined property and constraint types may be necessary.

The current refinement mechanism is a preliminary
mechanism. Just like the Property and Constraints model,
new refinement types may emerge. An extension mech-
anism for refinements and the refinement mechanism
may be necessary. Experiences with the CoCompose ap-
proach have shown that the refinement mechanism may
suffer from scalability problems. These problems can be di-
minished by an optimised implementation of the refine-
ment mechanism and by locally applying that mecha-
nism (e.g. for one or a small group of components at a
time).

Tool support is necessary for the development frame-
work to be feasible. The CoCompose approach, on which
our development framework is based, already has tool sup-
port. Based on the experience gained with CoCompose, a
suite of small, robust tools will be developed to support our
framework.
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